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Abstract.
Timescales for mixing of midlatitude air into the tropical lower
stratosphere are deducedfrom observationsof long-lived tracers N20 and CClaF.
Bulk mixing between tropical and midlatitude regionsis assumedto be isentropic
and relatively slow compared with local mixing within each region. The mean
value of the mixing timescalerangesfrom 12 to 18 months near 20 kin. There is a
tendency for shorter mixing times at higher and lower altitudes, although vertical
profiles of mixing cannot be definitively establishedby the data. A more robust
quantity is given by the fraction of midlatitude air entrained into the tropical
upwellingregion. Implied mixing fractionsexceed50% above22 kin.
Introduction

It has long been recognizedthat the observeddistributions of stratospheric water vapor and ozone imply upward transport across the tropical tropopause
and a mean meridional circulation characterized by ascent in the tropics and subsidenceat higher latitudes

identifiedalso in transport model simulations[Waugh,
1993; Uhen et al., 1994]. At lower altitudes,measurements of N20 and H20 suggestthat mixing out of the
tropics is much more efficient, occurring on a timescale

of 3 monthsor lessbelow22 km [Hintsaet al., 1994].

The above studies emphasized transport from the
tropics to midlatitudes, but an equally important is[Brewer,1949; Dobson,1956]. Early work by Newell
sue is the mixing of midlatitude air into the tropics.
[1963]on the dispersal
of •85Wbombdebrisandmore The timescale associated with mixing into the tropics
recent studies of sulfate aerosoldistributions [Trepte
is a key factor in assessingthe stratospheric effect of
and Hitchman,1992]showthe persistence
of maximain
high-speed civil transport. Model calculationsindicate
tracer fields within 200 of the equator and between 21
that the sensitivity of ozone lossrates to perturbations
and 28 km altitude.
These observations indicate a barin NOxlevels are much greater at 30 km than at 20
rier to mixing with the extratropics, at least in comparikm [Considineet al., 1995]. It is thus important to
sonto rapid irreversiblemixing within midlatitude "surf understand the extent to which aircraft exhaust emit-

zones"[Mcintyre and Palmer, 1984]. Polewardtrans-

ted at midlatitudes may be mixed into the tropics and
port acrossthe subtropicalbarrier appearsto be associcarried to higher altitudes where its effect on ozone is
ated with planetary wave activity, suchas the tongues significant. Observationsof long-lived gasesand reac-

of air stretchingfrom the tropics into midlatitudesretive compoundsNOyand O3 indicatea small,but possiportedby Randelet al. [1993].Thesefeatureshavebeen bly important, amount of in-mixing from the extratrop1Departmentof Physics,New MexicoInstitute of Mining and
Technology, Socorro.

2NASA GoddardSpaceFlight Center, Greenbelt,Maryland.
3Climate Monitoring and DiagnosticsLaboratory, NOAA
Boulder, Colorado.

4Also at the Cooperative Institute for Researchin Environ-

ics [Availoneand Prather, 1996]. Here we examinethe
bulk properties of stratospheric mixing into the tropics through analysis of long-lived tracer fields obtained
froin balloon, aircraft, and satellite platforms. The observations are coupled to a diagnostic formulation for
tropical tracer budgets which permits estimation of the
mean rate of isentropicmixing from midlatitudes to the
tropics in the lower stratosphere.

mental Sciences, Boulder, Colorado.

Observations

SAeronomyLaboratory, NOAA, Boulder, Colorado.
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We focuson two long-livedspecies,N20 (nitrousoxide) and CC13F(CFC-11). Sourcesfor both gasesare
confined to the troposphere, and the sinks are due primarily to photodissociation in the stratosphere. Global,
steady state lifetimes are calculated to be 123 and 44
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yearsfor N20 and CC13F,respectively[Minschwanere!
al., 1993]. Localphotochemicallifetimesat 22 km in the
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tropics are considerablysmaller, of the order of 25 years
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for N20 and 1 year for CClaF in the annual mean. The
wide range of photochemical time constants between
these two speciesis useful for the problem at hand, as
effects of isentropic mixing are more easily quantified
if the mixing timescale is shorter than the local photochemical lifetime. Another consideration,however,is
the mean difference between tropical and midlatitude
mixing ratios along a given isentropic surface.
Figures 1 and 2 show balloon and aircraft measure-
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mentsof tropicalCClaF (Figure1) and N20 (Figure2)
spanning5øSto 10øN by Goldan et al. [1980]and Vedder et al. [1978, 1981]. Midlatitude data shownin Figures1 and 2 arefrom 41øNby Goldanet al. [1980].The
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derivedfrom observedtrendsin the troposphere[Elkins
e! al., 1993]. The altitude coordinateof the original Figure 2. Same as Figure 1 but for mixing ratios of
data is mapped to annual mean isentropes in Figures
1 and 2 using climatological pressure and temperature

N20.

fields[Andersonet al., 1986].
Curves drawn through the data in Figures 1 and

2 are least squares,quadratic exponentialfits (y =

proximatelyconstantmixing ratio below tropopause)
and has been used previouslyby Ehhalt et al. [1983]

exp(ax2 + bx+ c)) whichare usedin the subsequentto
analysis. The limited amount of tropical data precludes
the use of a nonparametric fit for this work. Choice
of the quadratic exponential function is guided by the
expected form of the tropical vertical profile in the absenceof isentropicmixing, as discussedbelow. In addition, this is one of the lowest order functions that can

reproducethe correct asymptoticlimits (0 at •x>,apI

800 •'
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best describe

their

measurements

of tracer

vertical

profiles at midlatitudes. All of our least-squaresfits are

constrainedto matchtroposphericvalues[Elkinset al.,
1993]at the tropopause.
The data shown in Figure 3 consistsof CC13F measurementsobtained by the National Oceanic and Atmo-

sphericAdministration(NOAA) Airborne Chromatograph for AtmosphericTrace Species(ACATS-4) onboardthe NASA ER 2 aircraft[Elkinset al., 1996].The
observationswere made during the Airborne Southern
Hemisphere Ozone Experiment Measurements for As-

f,tropics GOLDAN-VEDDER

sessing
the Effectsof Stratospheric
Aircraft (ASHOE/
MAESA) (March-November1994), and the Strato-

spheric Photochemistry, Aerosol, and Dynamics Expe-

dition (SPADE) using ACATS-2 (May 1993). Mid600

latitude

data

consist of measurements

between

30øto

.
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40ølatitude. Discrimination against anomalouslyhigh
or low data influenced by the short-term effectsof planetary wave activity is accomplishedusing modified po-
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tentialvorticity(MPV) [Lair,1994]asa quasi-conserved
tracer. The midlatitude data are constrained by values
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of MPV between8 x 10-6 and1.6x 10-3 K m2 kg-1 s-1.
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MPV is obtained from daily National Meteorological
Center analyses and interpolated to the measurement
location. Tropical CC13F data, defined here for +15 ø

latitudeand}MPV]< 6 x 10-6 K m2 kg-1 8--1, wereobtained only during ASHOE/MAESA. The uncertainty
of each measurement

Figure 1. CClaF mixing ratios obtained from balloon

is estimated to be < 3%.

Figure 4 presentsN20 measurementsobtained from
and aircraft measurements
by Goldanet al. [1980]and the SPADE and ASHOE/MAESA ER 2 flights. During
Vedderet al. [1978,1981]mappedto climatological
potential temperature as discussedin the text. Black di- SPADE, N20 was measured by the ATLAS tunable
andLoewenstein,
1993].
amonds are data obtained between 5øS and 10øN; gray diodelaserinstrument[Podolske
The
measurement
uncertainty
is
5%
(let).
Measuresquares are for data from 41øN. Dashed curves are least
squares fits to the data. The solid curve labeled "zero mentsof N20 during ASHOE/MAESA are taken from
the NOAA ACATS
instrument.
These data have a
mixing" is calculatedaccordingto (2).
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Figure 3.
CClaF mixing ratios measured during Figure 4. Same as Figure 3, except for N20 from
ER 2 flights from the Airborne Southern Hemisphere the ASHOE/MAESA and SPADE ER-2 missions.Data
Ozone Experiment- Measurements for Assessingthe above about 500 K are from the CLAES satellite instru-

Effects of StratosphericAircraft (ASHOE/MAESA)

ment

on board

the UARS

satellite.

and the Stratospheric Photochemistry, Aerosol, and

Dynamics Expedition (SPADE) missions,as a function of potential temperature obtained by simultaneous measurements of pressure and temperature. Black

is the midlatitude mixing ratio. Quasi-horizontal mix-

pointsare from +150 latitudewith IMPVJ_<6 x 10-• ing along surfacesof constant potential temperature is
K m2 kg-• s-•; gray pointsare from 30ø-40øNwith parameterized using a mixing timescale r. This is the
8 x 10-6 < MPV < 1.6 x 10-• K m2 kg-• s-• As local timescale for mixing into the tropics on a given

inFigure
1,dashed
curves
arefitstothedataan•tthe isentropic surface.

solidcurveis the zeromixingsolutiongivenby (2).

Our approach assumes that isentropic mixing between tropics and midlatitudes is slow
compared with mixing confined solely within each region. This point of view is supported by bomb and vol-

measurementuncertainty of less than 3%. Nearly all

canic debris studies as well as observations

of the ER 2 data lie below the 500 K isentropic level.

in tracer correlations between tropical and midlatitude

of differences

At higher 6•, the data shown in Figure 4 are from the

regimes[Murphy et al., 1993].
CryogenicLimb Array Etalon Spectrometer(CLAES)
Using the analytic fits to the measuredvertical pro[Rocheet al., 1993]onboardthe Upper AtmosphereRe- filesof X, X•, OX/00,andcalculated
values
of • and
search Satellite, measured between February 12 and L, we can apply (1) to determiner as a functionof 0.
March 16, 1993. Typical uncertainties in these CLAES Photochemical
loss(L) dueto ultravioletphotodissociN20 measurementsare approximately 20%. Discrimination of all N20 data into midlatitude and tropical
bins is performed on the basis of latitude and MPV, as
discussed above for CClaF.

ation is calculated using the high-resolutionradiation
code describedby Minschwaneret al. [1993] and includes effects of scattering in the 190-210 nm spectral
region. These loss rates give rise to calculatedvalues
of globaland local lifetimesnotedpreviously.The N20

lossincludesa small contribution(about 10%) due to

Calculations

reactionwith O(•D). Long-termatmospheric
growth
Inputs of CCi3F and N20 to the stratosphere are

governedprimarily by the cross-tropopause
flux in the
tropics. The local budget of these tracers in the tropical lower stratosphere is dominated by effectsof upward
transport, photochemical loss, and mixing with the extratropics. Focusingexclusivelyon the tropics, the continuity equation for the tropical mixing ratio X:of either
gas is given by

rates(OX/Ot) are specifiedfrom analysisof tropospheric
measurements
(seeElkins et al. [1993]for discussion
of
methods).This term is smallcomparedwith eithervertical advection or photochemical lossexcept in the case

of CCi3F data by Goldanet al. [1980]and Vedderet al.
[1978,1981](hereinafterreferredto asGoldan-Vedder),
where 1980 growth rates were 5.7% per year.

Radiative
heating
(/})iscalculated
using
theCommu-

nity climate Model 2 radiative transfer code [Briegleb,
1992a, b] initialized with tropical temperature,ozone,
and water vapor profiles observed during the Central
•
'•'
'7'
Equatorial Pacific Experiment [Dessleret al., 1996].
where0 is potential
temperature,
/) istherateofradia- Tropospheric clouds amounts are specified according
Satellite
tive heating, L is the photochemicallossrate, and X:• to annual mean values from the International

at • •

+ •x + -(x-x') - 0 (•)
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CloudClimatologyProject [Rossowand Schiffer,1991]. encebetweenthe zero mixing curveand the data. PossiLongwavefluxes to space and shortwavealbedo are in
good agreementwith measurementsfrom the Earth Ra-

ble errors in computed radiative heating also cannot be

plied ascent velocities in the tropical lower stratosphere

rate:

responsible,
sinceit is easilyshownthat (2) givesriseto
diation Budget Experiment [Barkstrom,1984]. Figure a power law relationship between CC13F and N20 mix5 shows the vertical profile of radiative heating. Im- ing ratioswhichis independentof the diabaticheating

(about0.025km day-•) are consistent
with the mean

o
X•o
XCCI•F
----XCClsF
•,X•20

valuedeterminedby Holton[1990]on the basisof global
mass balance.

(a)

whereK (•22 in the tropicallowerstratosphere)
is the
ratio of CC13Fto N20 lossplusgrowthterms(the numeratorof the integrandin (2) above).We foundlarge

Results

differencesbetweenthe powerlaw relation and the tropical CCl•F-N20 correlationsobtained from Figures 1
tions to the homogeneous
form of (1) usingcalculated and 2, indicating that the zero mixing discrepancies
valuesof• andL. That is, wesetr = ooandsolve cannot be due primarily to errors in computed radiafor ;• under the assumption of no tropical-midlatitude tive heating rates.
mixing. The vertical profile thus takes the form of an
As mentionedabove,timescalesfor isentropicmixing
The zero mixing curvesshownin Figures 1-4 are solu-

exponential

between the tropics and midlatitudes can be obtained

X-xøexp

-

o

.

0

dO

(2)

where? = (11x)(Ox/Ot) is the long-termgrowthrate,
0o is the potential temperature of the tropopause, approximately 375 K, and Xø is the tropopausemixing ra-

tio. The argumentto the exponentialfunctionin (2) for
both gasesis well approximated by a quadratic polynomial, thus motivating the use of quadratic exponential

from (1) usinga combinationof calculatedquantities
and mean vertical tracer profiles(analyticfits) based
on the observationsshown in Figures 1-4. Timescales
derived in this fashion are shownin Figure 6. Owing
to the higher measurementaccuraciesand availability
of simultaneousobservationsof potential temperature,
there is reasonto place a higher weight on resultsfrom

the ASHOE, SPADE, and CLAES (hereinafterreferred
to asA-S-C) data. Thesemixingtime profilesarein fact

bracketedby results from the Goldan-Vedderanalyses
shown in Figure 6.
Despite large differencesin absolute magnitudes, a
The poor agreement shown in Figures 1-4 between
the zero mixing solutions and tropical data is a clear common feature of all data sets is the relatively slow

fits to the observed vertical profiles.

indication

of entrainment

of midlatitude

air into

the

mixingbetweenabout430 and500K (19-21km). Faster

tropical ascentregion. The discrepanciesare not related
to errors in computed photochemicalloss: uncertainties

in photolysisfrequenciesare no larger than 20% [Minschwaneret al., 1993] which cannotexplain the differ-
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Figure 6. Timescalefor mixing into the tropicsbased
on fits to the data shownin FigureI (dash-dot,labeled
0
G-V (Goldan-Vedder)
CCI•F), Figure2 (dotted,labeled
G-V N20), Figure 3 (dashed,labeledA-S (ASHOEdO/df (K day-')
SPADE) CCI•F), and Figure4 (solid,labeledA-S-C
Figure5. Calculated
values
of J usedin (1) (solid (ASHOE-SPADE-CLAES)N20). Error barsrepresent
curve,lower axis). Approximatevertical velocitiesare the level of uncertainty for the A-S-C N20 derivedmixing time, as shownin Figure 7.
indicatedby the dottedcurve(upperaxis).
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rates of mixing are indicated above and below this
implied barrier, although these tendenciesshould be
viewed with caution in light of the large level of un-

due to synoptic and planetary scalewave mixing. The
strength of the subtropicalbarrier may also depend on
seasonas well as the phase of the quasibiennial oscil-

certainty(seebelow). Nevertheless,
it is of interestto

lation in tropical windsand temperature[Hitchmanet
al., 1994],but theseeffectsare beyondthe scopeof this

note that the morphologyof mixing suggestedfrom Figure 6 is similar to that observed for export out of the

paper. Model simulations also suggesthemisphericdif-

polar vortices[e.g.,Schoeberl
et al., 1992];slowmixing ferencesin mixingout of the tropics[Chen et al., 1994].
in both casesis associatedwith strong gradients in po-

We found small hemispheric differencesin the CLAES

tential vorticity [Trepteand Hitchman,1992; Plumb et midlatitude distributions, although the impact on comal., 1994].
puted mixing into the tropics was not significant.
Uncertainties in the derived mixing times are esti-

mated to be about 55% near 450 K, decreasingto 40%46% above 500 K in the caseof the A-S-C N20 mixing
time. Contributions to this uncertainty are displayedin

Species used in this analysis must satisfy two criteria. First, the local photochemical lifetime in the tropics
must be larger than the derived mixing time so that the
effect of mixing is apparent in the tropical profile. Second, there must be a clear distinction between tropical

Figure 7 which also includesthe total uncertainty assumingthat individual componentsadd in quadrature. and midlatitudeprofiles(givenby X- X• in (1)). We
Calculatedvaluesof radiativeheating (+20%-25% in- believeN20 is better suitedfor this analysisbecause(1)
cludingeffectsof tropicalcirrus)and photochemical
loss the local photochemical lifetime exceeds 1 year in the
(+15%-20%[Minschwaner
et al., 1993])bothmakecon- tropics below about 28 km and (2) the reactionwith
tributions to the overall uncertainty. Additionally, the O1D becomesmoreimportantat middleand high latlarge scatterof the data introducesuncertaintiesin our itudes in setting the total loss rate, thus producing a
X*, X, and OX/OOterms in (1). In regionswherethe sufficiently large gradient betweentropical and midlatquantity X- X' is comparableto the uncertaintiesin X itude profiles. Our highest confidencetherefore lies in
and )?, such as below 400 K, computed mixing times results from the A-S-C N20 data. It is not clear why
are uncertain by at least a factor of 2.
Owing to the large temporal range of the data, our
results represent mean values averaged over at least 1
year. These mixing times thus represent the bulk effect of entrainment into the tropical lower stratosphere

timescales derived from the Goldan-Vedder N20 data

are significantly larger above 500 K.
A quantity of interest is the fraction of midlatitude

air ( entrainedinto the tropical ascentregion. If (1)
is rewritten

in terms

of the difference

A between

the

tropical and midlatitude mixing ratio of an infinitely

I

I

700i!, I,
600

i

long-livedtracer in steadystate (L: O, O/Or = 0) and
wc define(: (Ao- A)/Ao, whereAo is the initial dif-

I

ferenceat the isentropicsurfaceintersectingthe tropical
tropopause, then ( is determined by

i,

' '" :

.((0) -- 1 - exp o

500

Ii**

400

Owing to the altitude dependenceof mixing and tracer
vertical profiles, this quantity is not the same as the
apparent mixing fraction derived along surfacesof con-

i'"-.-.

'--x-z
....................

stant 0. For example,the apparentmixingfraction(obtained by simply comparing the observedand zero mix-

ing profileson a constanttheta level)for the A-S-C N20
data is about 30% at 650 K. As shown below, the
tual fraction of midlatitude air is approximately 65%.
0
25
50
75
100
The reason this value is much higher than the apparent
mixing
fraction is that much of the mixing is occurUNCERTAINTY
IN MIXING
TIMESCALE
ring at lower altitudes where the differencebetween the
•Jgu•e ?. Componentsto the u•ce•t•J•ty fo• the A-S- tropical and midlatitude mixing ratios is smaller.
C •0 mJxJ•gtJmesc•]eshow• J• •Jgu•e 6. •he curves
Figure 8 showsthe calculatedprofilesof • correspond]•be]ed •1 •d • •e contributions [•om u•ce•t•J•tJes
ing to mixing timescalesfrom Figure 6. DifferencesbeJ• X •d X•, respectively,•ssumJ•gt•ese u•ce•t•J•tJes tween data sets are lessthan 40% above 500 K despite
both J•c•e•se with g f•om ? to 15 ppb wi•hi• •he
much larger disparities in profiles of r; apparently, • is
tudeso[ J•te•est; •3 Jsdue to • 18% u•ce•t•J•ty
a more robust quantity for the present method of analy• •Jsesf•om • 50% u•ce•t•J•ty J• •X/•g •t 380
300.

....

, ....

, ....

decreasingto 20% •t 650 •; •d

, ....

,

•5 o•JgJ•tes •om

23%u•ce•t•J•ty
• •. •ot•] u•ce•t•J•ty
Jsc•]cu]•ted
by
•ddJ•g the J•dJvJdu•]componentsJ• •u•d•tu•e.

U•-

sis. As an indication

of the effect of uncertainties

in the

vertical profile of r, Figure 8 also includes a • profile
correspondingto a fixed r of 12 months. The fraction of
midlatitude air entrained into the tropics increasesfrom
0% at the tropopauseto more than 50% above 550 K
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above and below this region, the level of uncertainty
does not preclude the possibility of a fixed value of
r, independent of 0. Additional data from the tropical lower stratosphere, for example, from the ongoing
Stratospheric Tracers of Atmospheric Transport missions,would be highly desirableto more effectivelyconstrain mean tropical profiles of long-lived tracers. It is
unlikely, however, that the present method can be used
to unambiguouslyderive a vertical profile of mixing in
which variations with respect to 0 will exceedthe level of
uncertainty. The mean timescalesderived here suggest
that further analysiswould be best suited using N20 or
molecules with similar photochemical time constants,

700

6OO

500

4O0

suchas CClaFa (CFC-12). Recentworkby Volk et al.
(In situ measurements
constrainingexchangebetween

30O

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

(MIXING
FRACTION)

the tropics and the middle latitudes in the lower strato-

sphere,submittedto Science,1996)hasprovidedmean

mixing times below 490 K by employing tracer correlations and involving a more extensive suite of source
Figure 8. Fraction of midlatitude air entrained into gasesand photochemically active species. Their mean
the tropics based on the mixing time curvesshown in in-mixing time of 13.6 months below 490 K agreesfaFigure6 (see(4) and discussion
in text). Additionally,
a • profile is shown that correspondsto a fixed r of vorably with values reported here.
The implied entrainment of midlatitude air into the
12 months, independent of 0. Error bars represent the
level of uncertainty for the mixing fraction derivedfrom tropical ascentregion is remarkably large; up to 50%
the A-S-C N20 analysiswhich includesthe uncertainty of the air above the 550 K surface is of midlatitude
in r and in 0. The latter uncertainty, however, very origin. Recently,Plumb[1996]has describeda conceptual "pipe" model of the tropical ascent region which
nearly cancelsin the expressionfor •.
successfullyaddressesshortcomingsin the Plumb and
,

Ko [1992]globalmixingformulation.We find evidence
for all casesexcept the ASHOE-SPADE CClaF profile,
which reaches 32% at 490 K. Note that the definition of

midlatitude used here doesnot distinguishbetween the
ultimate origins of midlatitude air parcels, only that
they have spent sufficient time in the extratropics to
acquire midlatitude characteristicsof long-lived tracer
amounts.

Our results for ascent with quasi-continuousmixing
are qualitatively consis[cutwith observationsof the upward propagating seasonalsignal of 2xCH4 + H20 pre-

here which supports a pipe-like behavior in the lower
stratosphere. Owing to the integrated effect of isentropic mixing, however, the tropical import barrier appears to possessan altitude-dependent permeability.
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